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Abstract
There has never been a greater need for comprehensive
Internet metrics than now. Even basic security-critical facts
about the Internet, such as “How many systems are
botted?”1 or “What networks still don’t do Source Address
Validation?” 2 remain murky and poorly quantified.
Likewise, traffic characterization and summary inter-AS
flow data typically remain closely-held proprietary
information,3 rather than routinely-shared basic operational
data. Without trustworthy Internet measurements of this
sort, we’re “driving blind” and will routinely make
suboptimal choices about critical technical policies, 4
including issues as fundamental as Network Neutrality.
From the beginning, system and network measurements
were once an integral part of Internet practice,5 something
hardly surprising given the Internet’s roots in the university
community. Scientists naturally make observations, record
data, and analyze that data to document phenomena and
advance the state-of-the-art.
More recently, however, a variety of factors have created an
online environment that’s hostile to legitimate academic
Internet measurement and monitoring efforts. Major drivers
contributing to that public hostility include overlyaggressive marketing analytics 6 and domestic pervasive
monitoring by the intelligence community.7 It all feels like
eavesdropping to the public, even though important real
differences exist and reforms 8 have taken place. Bottom
line, the public is having none of any of it.
ISPs are also increasingly reluctant to share data. ISPs
worry about potential regulatory actions which may be
taken based on any data they voluntarily proffer, so they
defensively resort to sharing little by default. From the
regulators’ perspective, that closed-mouth ISP posture spurs
calls for compulsory reporting (and those threats reinforce
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ISP worries). It’s a vicious circle.
What of data collected by commercial cyber security
companies? Data that might once have been freely shared is
now all-too-often a critical company asset, hard won at
great cost, and a key differentiator in a highly competitive
market. Reluctance to give that data away is both rational
and understandable, yet researcher frustration over the
existence of academically-inaccessible data is equally easy
to empathize with.
Other factors are purely technical. Deployment of
encryption continues to increase, 9 rendering a growing
volume of network traffic opaque to end-to-end
observation. NAT/PAT is hiding the edge of the network.
Core network speeds are escalating making it more difficult
to conveniently collect un-sampled data with high fidelity.
Automated protective systems conflate active scans by
Internet researchers with pre-attack reconnaissance efforts
by cyber criminals, and active throughput tests with
volumetric DDoS attacks, squelching it all alike. What’s a
researcher to do?
Some sources of technical “blindness” may be inherent in
evolving networks. Mobile devices relying on “closed”
cellular and 4G networks are playing an increasingly
significant role online, but wireless and wireline phone
companies have a genetically-inherited reluctance to engage
in non-mandated network monitoring, a trait traceable to
ECPA and Bell-head traditions. Expansion of the Internet in
the southern hemisphere and in former totalitarian countries
continues to occur, and that’s terrific -- except that there
may be a limited tradition of academic network
instrumentation in those regions.
All these phenomena and more have largely served to damp
forward progress on Internet measurement. The result is
that the Internet is increasingly becoming as little-measured
as the most remote galaxies of our universe. We must fix
that. We must recommit to an Internet-wide comprehensive
program of measurement activities. There are many unmet
needs when it comes to Internet measurement at this time,
including:
•

We need a comprehensive review of what’s currently
being collected, with the identification of gaps and
opportunities for synergistic collaboration

•

We should consider creation of a volunteer citizen
Internet measurement corps, kin to the Citizen Weather
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Observer Program (CWOP), 10 or the SETI@home
effort at UCB.11
•

If we want the public to embrace Internet measurement
activities, they will need to be made aware of its
importance, and the potential role that the public can
play in collecting and reporting data using standardized
tools.

•

There will need to be a “Chinese wall” between
academic network measurement efforts and any
national security or law enforcement-related data users,
reassuring potential measurement contributors as to
what’s being collected, by whom, and for what
purposes.

•

Federal funding for global collection of Internet
telemetry is essential and must be stable to allow for
long term longitudinal data collection efforts. 12

•

The community needs to move from batch-oriented
data collection and analysis approaches (worthy of the
dark ages of computing!) to a real-time continuous
processing paradigm. These days, data from hours ago
may as well be data from years ago.

•

ISPs and others, such as mobile carriers and operating
system vendors, are critical to our efforts. They need
statutory protection so that they can share measurement
data without worrying that what they share will be used
against their business interests, or result in penalties for
"privacy violations."13

•

ISPs and others who agree to contribute data should
receive tax relief, in recognition of the fact that
measurement data is economically valuable, and the
process of collecting that data isn’t cost-free.

•

To have a holistic picture of all parts of the Internet, we
need systematic outreach to academic institutions and
network operators, particularly in under-represented
and developing regions of the Internet, such as much of
the Southern Hemisphere.

Time will be reserved for Q&A at the end of the talk.
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